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The 22 March 2014 Oso, Washington Landslide
GEER Reconnaissance Mission (an ★ annotated presentation)

Joe Wartman

Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance (GEER)
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Jeffrey Keaton, AMEC, Los Angeles, California (co-leader)

Joe Wartman, University of Washington (co-leader) ★ (local)
Scott Anderson, Federal Highway Administration, Denver, Colorado
Jean Benoit, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire
John delaChapelle, Golder Associates, Inc., Redmond, Washington
Robert Gilbert, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas
David Montgomery, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
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"I looked out our front door and it
was like a movie. Houses were
exploding, and the next thing I see is
our neighbor's chimney coming into
our front door”
2013

“It got dark around us and it was
throwing us all over the place - it
was very, very strong and very
violent."

"I looked out our front door and it
was like a movie. Houses were
exploding, and the next thing I see is
our neighbor's chimney coming into
our front door”
2013

“It got dark around us and it was
throwing us all over the place - it
was very, very strong and very
violent."
(★ Eyewitness account)
March 2014
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(★

background
Dragovich et al. (2003)
data)

Recessional outwash, till, advance outwash,
glacio-lacustrine deposits, and landslides

(★ bare earth lidar as a tool)
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Stratigraphy

• Recessional outwash (~40 m)
• Glacial till (~18 m)
• Advance outwash (~30 m)
• Glacial lacustrine (~100 m)
• Olympia Age fluvial deposits

(★ Highly perishable data)

Recent Site History
• Multiple episodes of historic
movement have been
described in studies dating
back to the 1950s
• “large masses or blocks of
natural ground which have
moved down the hill but still
maintain their cover of
hardwoods, brush and some
conifers” (Shannon 1952)
• “Travel across the slide
surface is extremely
treacherous because of hidden
“pockets” of saturated
material that will not support
a man’s weight” (Thorsen,
1969)
(★ Unpublished consulting reports)
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Recent Site History
• Pattern of movement
accompanied by headward
advancement, with the mass
laterally constrained

(★ Google earth images)

Recent Site
History
• A significant
landslide in
January 2006
traveled over
100 m and
shifted river,
but stopped
short of the
community
located
downslope
2006 Landslide
(based on
2003/2013 lidar
differencing)

(★ Dig into

the archived
for existing data)
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Winter and Spring 2013-2014 Precipitation

NEXRAD

(★ Remote sensing)

2013 Oso
Landslide
(based on
2013/2014 lidar
differencing)
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Oso Landslide Trajectories

Eyewitness Accounts
• 58 people were situated within the inundation zone when the landslide occurred
• 13 community residents were away from their homes at the time of the landslide (high
occupancy rate)
• Of those in inundation zone, 15 survived
Some common themes in accounts:
- Extraordinary noise (often described as a plane crash or a freight train);
- Rapid inundation by a tall, fast-moving, and highly liquid debris flow mass; and
- Soft and "quicksand-like" conditions immediately following the landslide.
Other relevant aspects:
1. Reports that "half" of the hillslope initially "broke away" and surged toward the river
2. Reported period of relative quiescence between an initial stage of landsliding and a later
mass movement.
3. Preparation time

(★ Multiple eyewitness accounts)
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Seismic recordings
(vel.-time histories)
• No siesmogenic
trigger
• The high frequency
component function of:
- momentum exchanges
resulting from flow over
smaller-scale
topographic features
- frictional processes
- impacts of individual
blocks
Distances = 10 to 22 km
(★ Sensors)

Enveloped Seismic
Recordings
(smoothed, high-pass filtered
<1 Hz)
• Shape is similar to that
recorded for other recorded
flow-type events
• Episode 1 phases:
- progressive initiation,
- propagation,
- deposition of flow-type
landslides
• Episode 2 suggests a
relatively rapid onset
of movement.
• Duration of high amplitude
motion is much less for the
second episode
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Field Observations

(★ Collect what

you can in the time available)

Fallen Tree Patterns
(★ Post-recon analysis)
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Seepage locations

(★ Highly perishable data)

Field Observations

(★ Observe)
Six distinctive zones/subzones having
different styles of deformation, geologic
materials, vegetation, and geomorphic
expression
Zone A — Headscarp and back-rotated
block
Zone B — Rotational Block (Extensional)
Field
Zone D — Sheared Lacustrine Sediments
Zone E —Block Field: Intact blocks that
diminish in size to the south
Zone F — Debris flow runout: Zone F
consists of silty and sandy debris flow
material, with isolated partially
disintegrated blocks of other material.
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Hypothesized Sequence

(★ Form a hypothesis)

Stage 1:
• Remobilization of the 2006 slide and
a headward extension into the prehistoric slide
• Comprised largely or entirely of
previous landslide deposits,
including 2006
• Downslope portion mobilized as a
debris flow
Stage 2:
• Occurred subsequently in response
to the de-buttressing of Stage 1
• Retrogression into the Whitman
Bench of nearly 90 m horizontally in
a rapid series of nested extensional
failures
• Slip surface probably joined the slip
surface of Stage 1
• Moved rapidly until it impacted the
more intact headward blocks of
Stage 1

Some factors possibly contributing to the Oso Landslide
• Three weeks of extreme late-season rainfall preceding the event.
• Presence of saturated 2006 landslide debris at the base of the slope.
• Liquefaction of the 2006 landslide mass.
• Strength degradation in the prior landslide and glacial deposits.
• The effect of hydraulic conductivity variations within the glacial-lacustrine
unit, or within other stratigraphic units.
• The contribution of river and floodplain surface water in changing the
character of the Stage 1 slide
(★ High profile event)
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(★ Document policies in place)

Land-Use Policy

1 mile
Oso Landslide

Snohomish County, Map of Landslide,
Erosion, and Volcanic Hazards (2007)

• If a property is within a “Landslide Hazard Area”, then the following restrictions on land use apply:
- Structures shall be setback from landslide hazard areas, such that:
The minimum setback at the top of the slope is the maximum of (i) the slope height divided by
three and (ii) 50 feet
The minimum setback at the toe of the slope is the maximum of (i) the slope height divided by
two and (ii) 50 feet
• All of the structures affected by the March 2014 landslide were more than 300 feet away from the
toe of the slope and therefore not subject to land-use restrictions due to landslide hazard.

"Who would have thought that a landslide could
have happened in that area?"

(★ Risk communication)
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"Who would have thought that a landslide could
have happened in that area?"
Risk Communication
• Multiple studies identified the potential for a “catastrophic” failure affecting
human safety and property.
For example, A 2001 report, which made use of earlier geotechnical and geological
studies by others expressed the status quo conditions as follows:
"Large, persistent, deep-seated landslides don’t just go away"
"Catastrophic failure potential places human lives and properties at risk.”
• We are not aware of any predictions that the debris from a landslide in this valley
could run-out thousands of feet across the valley floor like it did in 2014

Benchmarking Risk
Risk = Hazard x Consequences

• The annual probabilities of multiple fatalities in
the vicinity can be estimated based on historical
performance
- Slope failures that translate the river channel
and potentially impact people within hundreds of
meters of the toe (e.g. landslides of 1951, 1967
and 2006) occur between once per decades (~30
years) and once per centuries (~300 years).
- Large slope failures that run-out thousands of
meters across the valley and its inhabitants
("Oso") occur between once per centuries (say
300 years) and once per millennia (say 3,000
years).
• No national or state guidelines exist in the
United States for levels of risk due to landslides
that warrant action

(★ Quantify risk)
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Some Recommendations and Lessons Learned
• The history and behavior of past landslides should be investigated when mapping areas
for zoning purposes
• The risk of landslides to people and property should be assessed and communicated
clearly and consistently to the public. These assessments should be updated as new
information about slope behavior becomes available.
• Methods to identify and delineate potential landslide runout zones should be revisited
and re-evaluated
• We should do more to capitalize in advancements in remote sensing to understand slope
behavior.
(★ Offer recommendations)

Recent National Policy Initiative

(★ Communicate findings to elected
officials)
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What we (don't) know
• What are the interconnected human,
social and political factors that lead people
to put down roots in dangerous places?
- Lack of scientific understanding or access
to incomplete information?
- Is existing knowledge simply
incomprehensible to public officials and
ordinary citizens?
• In the face of continued threats from
landslides, how did residents weigh risk
against the cost of abandoning property –
and their community?
(★ Develop research questions)

More information
(★ Communicate

with the professional
community and
the public)
GEER report
(available online)

Seattle Times

Geomorphology

New York Times

The Conversation
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Hardware, Software, and
Instrumentation

Jake Dafni

RAPID Facility Workshop

Operations Manager
University of Washington

25 July 2018, Seattle, WA
NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

MULTI-HAZARD
INTERDISCIPLINARY
INSTRUMENTATION

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820
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3D Laser Scanning

u Highly versatile – Collect once, use many
u Digitally preserve scene at high detail, accuracy
u Applicable across spatial scales

3D Laser Scanning: Equipment

Leica BLK360 (x3)

Maptek XR3

Maptek LR3

u Short and long range systems
u Simple, easy to use interfaces
u Portable and durable
u Streamlined workflows
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Surveying Technologies

u Standalone surveys or integrated with other devices
u Ensures high quality geo-referencing capabilities

Surveying Technologies: Equipment

Leica LS15 Digital Level
Leica Nova TS60I Total Station
Leica GS18T GNSS (x4)

u Total station with reflectorless, robotics, and imaging

capabilities
u GNSS receiver with improved positioning with obstructions
u High precision digital level
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Surveying Technologies: Example Applications
u Insert Olsen\Gillins figure

Seismic Rockfalls, Christchurch, New Zealand (Olsen & Gillins, 2015)

Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), or Drones

u Provide a range of perspectives and scales
u Cost effective, safe, and relatively easy to use compared to manned aircraft
u Access areas otherwise inaccessible
u Versatile; can be outfitted with multiple data acquisition tools and sensors
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UAS: Equipment
u Hobbyist drones: lower

resolution data for
damage assessment

Pro/Air

u Consumer-grade: aerial

photography for SfM

u Industrial: weatherproof,

high-resolution data for
SfM

u MiniRanger: lidar system,

Matrice 210

survey grade, can also be
mounted to vehicle

Phoenix miniRanger "lidar drone"
u cm-level accuracy
u 9MP global shutter RGB camera
u RTK GNSS
u High quality IMU (upgrade)
u Abs Accuracy (25H/35Vmm RMSE

@100 m range
u 100k shots per second, up to 5 returns

per shot
u Real-time post processing (custom

software)
u Flight time: ~24mins, Max speed:

40mph
u Fully autonomous, can be mounted on

any drone, car, boat and/or even
backpacks
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UAS: Example Applications
2015 Bungmati, Nepal

Data Courtesy of Dan Gillins and Farid Javadnejad, OSU

Applied Streetview
u Your own, personal

Streetview

u 360-degree, car-mounted

camera

u GNSS georeferencing
u Scrub sensitive info

(faces, license plates)

u Easy mount to vehicle
u Visualization Software for
Google Streetview deployment after Tohoku Earthquake

organizing and querying
projects
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DJI Osmo and Insta360
u Stabilized, walkthrough

imagery
u 4k resolution
u 12MP (Osmo), 24MP

DJI Osmos & 4K Camera (x3)

(Insta360)
u Ability to capture high

resolution data quickly

Insta360 ONE (x5)

NYTimes Daily 360

u Ideal for “tight” spaces

Digital SLR cameras
u Capture high quality overview/general

images

u Significant improvements in terms of SNR,

lighting control, white balance, etc.

Canon 7D Mark II (x2)

u Smartphones/iPads take good images, but

have many limitations in terms of
distortion, quality, etc. for processing

u Use this for detailed images of damaged

components in structure or images
collected for quantitative computational
analysis

u Build SfM models with high quality images!
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GigaPan Epic Pro V
u Works with the digital SLR cameras (and

others)

u Seamless integration of multiple images

to create high resolution (gigapixel)
images –enabling analysis across spatial
scales

u Rock slope or panoramic view of terrain
Gigapan Epic Pro V

u High quality imagery of the façade of a

structure

u Overview oblique imagery of a town from

a hillslope viewpoint to put
observations/measurements in context,
etc.

Thermal Imaging
u MSX-enhanced thermal images
u Plugs directly into mobile device
u Measures temperatures < 400° C
u Damage assessment, electrical

signatures, water damage

FLIR One Pro (x5)
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MISCELLANEOUS

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

Rap Pack
u Ready to go backpacks with smaller tools

important to recon
u Inexpensive items potentially challenging to
round up on short notice:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Smart device with camera, GPS, etc.
Measuring tapes (soft and hard)
Digital Calipers
Leica Disto D2 Range Finder
First Aid Kit, Safety Glasses
Hand level
Pocket Rod
Plumb Bob
Weld Gauge
Crack Gauge
Etc.

Smart Devices (Chen et al. 2013 & Intergraph Corp. 2013)
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Miscellaneous Items
u Some items could be added to the RapPacks or will be

used with other RAPID equipment
o Portable Power Generators
o NHERI RAPID safety vests with iPad pocket
o Pelican Cases
o Power Inverters
o Walkie Talkies
o Etc.

COASTAL HAZARDS EQUIPMENT

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820
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Coastal: Equipment
u Surface UAV with

singlebeam sonar
u Accurate bathymetric
transects
u Teledyne Z-Boat with
Odom CV100 Echo
Sounder
o Bottom type/features
o Erosion/deposition
o Infrastructure damage

u Researcher-supplied

equipment
NOAA 2017

Coastal: Equipment
u Pressure sensors (20)
u Time series of:
o Flow depths
o Surge heights
o Runup heights
o Storm waves
u TruBlue 255 x 20
u Water level and wave

measurement. Onshore
and nearshore/offshore
(using beacons) for storm
surge etc.
USGS 2017
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

Social & Citizen Science: RApp for Social Data

Customize menu screen for rapid
social data collection
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Social & Citizen Science: Equipment
u EMOTIV EPOC+ 14 channel wireless EEG

(electroencephalography)

• Mobile Wireless Brain-Computer Interface
• Track conscious thought, emotions, facial expressions, head
rotation, and location (w/ smart phone or tablet)

For example….

SITE CHARACTERIZATION AND
GROUND INVESTIGATION
APPLICATIONS

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820
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Trillium Compact Seismometers
Seismometer

Trillium Compact
Seismometer (x6)

u

Flat velocity from 20 sec (0.05Hz) to
100Hz

u

Tilt tolerance of 10°

u

90mm diameter, 100mm height

u

2.6 pounds

u

IP67 rating

u

750 V-s/m sensitivity

u

26 mm/s clip level from 0.1-10Hz

u

No parasitic resonances below
200Hz

Recorder
u

3 channel, 24 bits per channel

u

8GB Storage

u

GPS Receiver

u

Can apply bandpass filters and
calculated PGA, PGV, PGD in field

u

Transfer data with Ethernet, WiFi,
SD-card swap

Centaur Digital Recorder

ATOM Wireless Seismic Data Acquisition
u Passive system, 24 units,

24-bit

u 0.2 to 1,650 Hz bandwidth
u 142 x 140 x 120 mm
u 3.5 pounds (per unit)
ATOM wireless seismic data
acquisition system (x24)

u IP68 rating
u Internal power, Shake to
u
u
u
u
u

turn on
GPS controlled timing
Retrieve data with WiFi
4GB storage (70, 8-hr days
at 4ms sample rate)
Shear wave data up to 1km
deep
Seisimager software for
processing data
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Ground Investigation: Equipment

Basic Soil Sampling Kit

Hand-held Smart Dynamic Cone Penetrometer

SilverSchmidt and RockSchmidt Hammer

Pocket Penetrometer

Ground Investigation: Applications
u Hand-held digital cone penetrometer (SmartDCP):
o In situ shallow ground characterization (up to 20 feet), blow counts, in situ
density, stiffness, strength
o Records blow counts, penetration depth per blow, total depth, and
calculates and plots CBR in real time; data collected on smart device
u Pocket Penetrometer:
o In situ soil strength characterization, small sample
u SilverSchmidt and RockSchmidt Hammers:
o In situ compressive strength of rock or concrete
o Digital display, pre-programmed methods for calculating strength
u Soil Sampling Kit:
o Hand auger (up to 12 feet), retrieve samples for lab studies
o Regular, sand, and mud augers and slide hammer
o Plastic lined sampler with plastic end caps
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COMPUTING

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

RAPID Computing
u Processing workstations (x2)
o Intel Core i9-7900X 10 Core 3.3 GHz Processor
o 64 GB DDR4 SDRAM Memory
o Dual NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Graphics Cards
• 11GB Video RAM each
o PCI Express and SATA III Solid State Drives
o 32” 4k UHD monitor or 2 x 24”
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RAPID Computing
u Field Laptops (x4)
o Intel Core i7-7700 HQ, 2.8GHz Processer
o 16 GB DDR4 2400 RAM Memory
o NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GDD R5 8GB Graphics Card
o SSD
o 15.6” UHD, anti-glare screen

RAPID Computing

Tripod

HD Microphone

Tripod Adapter

10.5-inch iPad Pro

256GB Wireless Stick

External Battery
DJI Fly 2TB Drive
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Processing software @ RAPID
u Leica Infinity – GNSS and total station processing
u Leica Cyclone – Laser scanning software
u Autodesk Recap – Laser scanning software
u Maptek I-Site Studio – Laser scanning software
u Terrasolid – Processing UAS lidar data
u Pix4D – Structure from Motion & UAS flight planning
u Agisoft Photoscan – Structure from Motion & UAS flight

planning
u Custom processing programs to make data processing\analysis

efficient and simpler – “the secret sauce”
u Additional instrumentation specific software
u Software available @ RAPID and on field laptops

Virtual Reconnaissance – Mini-CAVE
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Virtual Reconnaissance – Mini Cave
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Data Curation: from the field to reuse
Maria Esteva
RAPID, UW, July 2018

1

Data Curation
•

Curation originates in the museum context.
− Expertise required to manage physical collections.
− Extended to managing large scale digital data.

•

Adds academic value.
− Data as the scientific record.
− Assure the relevance, quality, authenticity, transparency and integrity of the data
over time.

•

Multi-disciplinary activity.
− Domain science expertise.
− Development of tools and technologies to facilitate data curation.
− Publication, preservation, access, and reuse functions.

2
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Field Reconnaissance Data
• Different approaches:
− post-event(waves of responders)
− planned observations (during event)
− Experiments, etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Georeferenced data.
Privacy and sensitivity.
External data.
Large-scale.
Evolving instrumentation.
Urgency to gather, process, and publish

Data Credits
•

•

Kijewski-Correa, Tracy; Roueche, David; Pinelli, Jean-Paul; Prevatt, David; Zisis, Ioannis; Gurley, Kurtis; Refan, Maryam;
Haan, Jr., Frederick; Pei, Shiling; Rasouli, Ashkan; Elawady, Amal; Rhode-Barbarigos, Landolf, (2018), "RAPID: A Coordinated
Structural Engineering Response to Hurricane Irma (in Florida)" , DesignSafe-CI [publisher], Dataset, doi:10.17603/DS2TX0C
Subramanian, Chelakara; Gurram, Harika; Pinelli, Jean-Paul, (2018), "Measurement & Characterization of Hurricane Wind
Loads on Structures Using a Wireless Sensing Networking System" , DesignSafe-CI [publisher], Dataset,
doi:10.17603/DS2JT3Q
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Curation for Publication in
DesignSafe-CI
Data publication is the sole evidence of the event and
your work.
• Curation begins during planning, continues in the field and
does not end with publication.
• We are working towards a seamless integration between field
work, data publication, and reuse.
• DesignSafe-CI can be used from the planning stage.
− Create a project to begin sharing planning documentation.

• Curation focus on DesignSafe-CI:
− For users to understand your project today and in 10, 20, 30 years and more!
− Event and research project.
− Functions to help tell the story through your data organization and
description.
− Data accessible and usable, independently from apps, software or
hardware.

4
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Modeling Data
Structural damages of homes and

• Designed data models for
emotional response
experiments, simulations,
period
hybrid simulations and field
author
collection
reconnaissance.
report
• Allows organizing and
describing your data to reflect
home 1
damage
the phenomena and the
assessment
research.
home 2
home
• Relationships between entities:
owners
− multiple collections
interview
time
− none or many groups
geolocation
time
− groups have functional or
Lidar scans
geolocation
Leica xxx
semantical functions
medium
resolution

5

Organizing and Describing Data: Curation
for Publication and Long Term Reuse :

• Collections and
depending groups
with corresponding
metadata.

6
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Best Practices Towards Publication
•

You are the publisher/editor. Be selective:
− Publish relevant quality controlled data.
− Aligned with RAPID Science Plan.

•

Data transparency:
− Unzip files.
− Avoid publishing proprietary formats.

•

Understandibility:
− Avoid acronyms, inserting meaning in file naming
conventions, or using too technical terms.
− Images with metadata.
− Self-documenting formats.
− Descriptive and orderly.

•

Access restrictions for human subjects data:
− Anonymization.
− Permissions to publish images.

•

Data long-term preservation:
− Convert to open, interoperable formats.

Current FR publications on DS-CI
show that the community has
good practices.
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Digital Object Identifiers: DOI
• Infrastructure that supports permanent access to your data
publication.
• Your https://doi.123/DS234 will always resolve to the dataset
landing page.
• Is linked to DataCite metadata.
− citation metadata that attests to the authenticity of the
publication.
• Allows for citation tracking, data exchange, dissemination,
and linkage of your academic products.
• Requires use formal data citations in your publications.
− Add the data citations in the reference section of your paper

8
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Stimulate Reuse
Consider:

• How would someone use
my data?
• What would they need to
know about the event
and its context?
• Provide examples/clues of
reuse:
•

•

•

Images + wind speed
and direction = structural
analysis
EF-3 intensity, based on
the damage to the
metal building structures
at this facility.
Damage analysis.

Womble, Arn; Smith, Douglas; Wood, Richard; Mohammadi,
Mohammad Ebrahim, (2018), "RAPID: Tornado Damage to
Steel Structures, Pampa, TX (November 2015)" , DesignSafeCI [publisher], Dataset, doi:10.17603/DS2HX23
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Licensing your Academic
Production
• Data does not have intellectual
property rights.
• Databases, publications, learning
objects, code, do (emphasis on
creativity).
• You want to openly share your
production within the rights that
you hold.
• Licenses for different functions
− For data
− For copyright protected
materials
− For software

10
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Market your Data
• Cite your data with the complete citation
provided in the landing page.
• For those of you that do, use social media to
announce your data publication release.
− Always with the DOI.

• Use your email footer to point to your recent
data publication.
• Include your data citations in your resume,
certainly in the NSF section for other relevant
products.

11

We will help you
• With your curation and publication needs.
• I have office hours Every Tuesday and Thursday
from 1 to 2 pm Central.
− Zoom Link
− https://DesignSafe-ci.zoom.us/j/730745593

• Email me directly
− maria@tacc.utexas.edu

• Create a help ticket in DesignSafe-CI asking
curation questions.

6
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Proposal Preparation

Scott Miles

RAPID Facility Workshop
Seattle, WA

University of Washington

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

NSF RAPID Grants Overview
u Available as a funding mechanism in most NSF

programs
o NSF Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guidelines

(PAPPG), Section II.E.2, Rapid Response Research (RAPID))
u Up to 1 year performance period
u Up to $200,000 (some programs typcially support

<$50K for post-disaster reconnaisance)
u Proposals having an urgency with regard to:
o Availability/perishability of or access to:
• Data, facilities, or specialized equipment

1
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NSF RAPID Grants Overview
u Often in response to hazard events
o No specific submission timeframe or deadline
u NSF Dear Colleague Letters (DCL) may be used to

alert community to RAPID funding mechanism
o Generally used for major disaster
o May have a target deadline

u PIs MUST discuss proposals with Program Officer

prior to submitting or the proposal will be returned
without review
u More commonly in the future: RAPID awards only
after completion of more immediate, NSF-supported
field work (GEER, SSEER, ISEEER, etc.)

NSF RAPID Grants Overview
u Program officers can make decision w/o external review
u Can take 4-6 weeks to process and award funding

Examples of NSF Dear Colleague Letters (DCL)
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2011/nsf11049/nsf11049.jsp
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RAPID Proposal Preparation
u Email NSF Program Officer 1-page summary ASAP

prior to submission (RAPID proposal should not be
submitted unless invited by a Program – or else RWR)
o Ask whether there is a related DCL or more appropriate

program
o Inside the U.S.: Address collaborators, logistics, protocols,
equipment, adherence to laws, access to affected locations,
and safety
o Outside the U.S.: Address in-country collaborators, logistics,
protocols, and equipment; adherence to in-country laws;
access to affected locations; U.S. State Department and
country embassy contacts and notifications; and safety

RAPID Proposal Preparation
u Review criteria (typically internal NSF; rarely external

review)
o Standard criteria: Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts
o Any additional criteria in the DCL
o Clear description of why proposed research is urgent
o Why RAPID award is most appropriate funding

mechanism
o Budget consistent with project scope

u Project Description (see NSF PAPPG, NSF 18-1, for

proposal preparation requirements)
o Up to 5 pages
o All other standard NSF formatting requirements apply
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Health and Safety

Joe Wartman

RAPID Facility Workshop
Seattle, Washington
NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

Health, Safety and Security
Numerous medical and safety concerns that have arisen during reconnaissance events I have
participated in including:
- Gastrointestinal illness (very common)
- Contaminated water (damaged water treatment plants)
- Dehydration
- Robbery and theft
- Culture and expectation of graft or "tipping" (customs, property access, violations)
- Car accident (with associated legal issues)
- Rabid dog bite
- Miscellaneous open wound injuries
- Chemical release from industrial facilities
- Live wires on ground
- Radioactive gas release from damaged power plant
Note that:
- Medical services, including pharmacies, are very limited or non-existent
- International medicine specialty practices are becoming increasing available, but may
operate at a reduced level of service in disaster settings

1
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Heath, Safety, and Security
you are encouraged to….
u Work with a travel medicine practice before leaving; ensure

immunizations are up to date
u Bring first aid kit and travel medicines with you
u Take safety training courses through university/community
o Basic first aid/CPR course
o Field safety course

u Discuss plans with university risk management office or

company/agency health and safety officers
u Know the location and status of local health facilities
u Be aware that you are in a very dangerous setting (weather,
debris, food and water contamination, toxic spills, flying,
animals and insects, vehicles, etc.)
u Have a field communications plan

Heath, Safety, and Security Resources

GEER field manual

CDC website
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Heath, Safety, and Security Resources

Reference book

Exxon Mobile

Psychological Aspects
Missions can be high-stress endeavors, and you may be
exposed to:
• Widespread destruction and devastation
• Injured adults, or children
• Severely impacted populations, sometimes seeking
assistance (housing, support)
• Dead bodies
• Remnants of livelihoods lost
In the field:
• Be conscience of and watch out for well being of yourself
and of team members and partners
• Stay in touch with home
• Expect to feel "down"
Sometimes, coming home can be worse:
• Recognize getting back to normal will take time (weeks or
sometimes months)
• Reach out to friends and loved ones
• Seek counseling as needed
Adopted from: CDC "Traumatic Incident Stress" and https://www.allright.org.nz/ourprojects/practical-tips/
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International Collaborations
• Participants of U.S.-based reconnaissance efforts are often seen to
represent the reconnaissance organization, the National Science
Foundation, and more generally, the U. S. research community
• Having in-country collaborators is critical to a mission's success; coauthor datasets and publications
• Recognize that in-country collaborators face recovery after a
disaster and may proceed at a slow pace towards publication; true
"collaboration" is important
• Be aware of and sensitive to local cultural customs and protocols;
read Lonely Planet Country Guide before arriving

International Missions: Government Resources

U.S. State Travel Advisories

STEP Foreign travel program

Before leaving, and after the mission, be in contact with:
• U.S. State Department
• U.S. embassy officials
• And work with in-country collaborators to obtain
foreign government notification/permission
UK Foreign Travel Service (suggested resource)
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Humans Subjects Research &
Reconnaissance Ethics

Scott Miles
Social Science Lead, RAPID Facility
University of Washington

RAPID Facility Workshop
Seattle, WA
NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

Reconnaissance Research Ethics and Guidelines
u No single standard or well-recognized code of ethics

for reconnaissance
u Good practice to include explicit ethics statement in
work plans and proposals
u Potential reconnaissance ethics issues
o Interactions with informants and human subjects
o Access to disaster site
o Quid pro quo
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New Zealand Ethics Guidelines for Post-Disaster Research

http://bit.ly/nz-ethics-guide
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What Is Human Subjects Research?
u Both social science AND engineering research studies

may qualify as human subjects research
u Federal definition of “human subject” (45 CFR 46.102(f))
o A living individual about whom an investigator

conducting research obtains…
o …data through intervention or interaction with
the individual or identifiable private information
u Federal definition of “research” (45 CFR 46.102(d))

o Systematic investigation, testing or evaluation
o Designed to develop or contribute to
generalizable knowledge

Examples of Activities that May Not be Human
Subjects Research
u Classroom activities
o Instructing students in research methodologies and techniques
u Service surveys
o Done to improve services/programs or develop new services or
programs
u Information-gathering interviews
o Questions focus on things, products, or policies rather than
people or their thoughts about themselves or others
u Biography or oral history
o Not generalizable beyond that individual
u Case reports
o Not systematic investigation (unless multiple done w/
comparison)
u Quality assurance & assessment
o Determine/ensure if products/practice are in line w/ established
standards
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Internal Review Board (IRB)
u IRBs support researchers to be in compliance with
federal and state laws and institution’s policy
u IRBs review & approve initiation of research projects

that involve human participants
u IRB application includes, e.g.
o Description of project in plain language
o Methods to be used, particularly data collection
o Informed consent procedure
o Description of risk to subjects
u Expedited review could take 2-4 weeks
o Unless prior plan with human subjects office

Criteria for IRB Exempt Status
u Involves survey procedures, interview

procedures or observation of public
behavior, where:
o Information obtained is recorded so that

human subjects can not be identified
o Disclosures of subjects’ responses can not:
• Place them at risk of criminal/civil liability
• Damage subjects’ financial standing,
employability or reputation
u With elected/appointed public officials
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Criteria for IRB Exempt Status Cont.
u When there is an existing federal statute that

requires complete perpetual confidentiality
u Research involving the collection or study of

existing data
o If these sources are publicly available, or
o If the information is recorded by the investigator so

that subjects can not be identified
u Non-federally-supported research in which:
o Subjects are cognitively-competent adults, AND
o Procedures consist solely of benign interventions,
interactions, or observations of behavior

Criteria for Expedited IRB Review
Review done by IRB chairperson or by a designee from the
IRB
u Presents no more than minimal risk to human

subjects AND
u Involves only procedures listed in one or more of the
specified categories
o 7. Research on individual or group characteristics or

behavior including, but not limited to, research on
perception, cognition, motivation, identity, language,
communication, cultural beliefs or practices, and social
behavior … employing survey, interview, oral history, focus
group
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Advice
u Get to know your human subjects office contact
o Tell them about your recon research & make a plan
u Not sure if what you are doing is human subjects

research? Ask your IRB/HSD.
u Take CITI training asap
o http://bit.ly/citi-cert

u Delays often caused by
o Failing to provide necessary information
o Not addressing risks seriously or thoughtfully
o Not writing for a general audience

u Approval by collaborators’ IRB(s) may be required
o If they are also engaged in human subjects research

Questions?
Advice?
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RApp
Reconnaissance Mobile App

Troy Tanner
IT Director
University of Washington

RAPID Facility Workshop
24-27 July 2018 , Seattle, WA

NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

RApp – Version 1.0 Anticipated Features
RApp integrates mission planning and coordination, data collection,
and data management into a single, unified package
u All data collected is treated

equally, allowing novel
approaches to organization
and comparisons
u Tedious tasks are simplified,

allowing field recon teams to
spend more time on data
collection efforts
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RApp: Mission Planning
u Mission Coordination
u Cacheable Maps
u Route, Area, and Location

Planning
u Location Tracking
u Inventory
u Checklist
u Data Synchronizing
u and More

RApp: Data Collection
u Photos, Videos, Audio,

Notes, Scans, Surveys,
Questionnaires, and More
u Checklists
u Data Tagging
u Data Upload to DesignSafe
u and More
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Data Collection Process
Field Reconnaissance

o Plan Reconnaissance Effort
o Collect Data
RAPID Facility
o Analyze Data and Create New
Products

o Tag and Upload Data
DesignSafe-CI

o Cyberinfrastructure
o Upload, Tag, Explore, Share, and
Publish Data

Data Workflow Concept
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Users can log in with Touch ID or Passcode

Once logged in, users can sign in to DesignSafe so data is transferred automatically
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The main menu provides quick access to many features and is customizable

Checklists are customizable and can be shared
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The calendar organizes events by date

Contacts can be organized into groups
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The inventory provides an overview of equipment

Equipment manuals and guides are stored in the app
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Settings provide customizable controls for units, lat/lon formatting, and more

Menu tiles can be customized to users preference
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Assets provides access to all data collected in a common format

Assets can be filtered by date, type, and other criteria
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Assets can be grouped in collections

Assets can also be displayed in a list view and sorted by various parameters
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Detailed information about assets can be displayed

Asset meta data can be edited within the app
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Users can create and share custom questionnaire templates

Users can specify which questionnaire template is used by default
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The assets map provides a geospatial view of data and markers

Assets in the map view are interactive
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Map layers can be cached in the app, useful when a network is not available

Mobile Software Suite
Companion apps will be
included alongside the RAPID
App to provide additional
capabilities.
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Structure from Motion (SfM)
Photogrammetry
Joe Wartman
RAPID Facility Workshop
July 2018, Seattle, Washington
NSF Award Number: CMMI 1611820

• SfM is a photogrammetric method
for creating 3D digital “point cloud”
models of a feature (or topography)

Structure from Motion (SfM)

• Created from photographs taken of
feature from different perspectives
• Differs from traditional
photogrammetry in that camera
positions are back- computed (rather
than known) in the SfM algorithm
• Technically, the entire process is
known as SfM-multi-view stereo, or
“SfM-MVS"
• Increasingly popular approach owing
to cost, computation, and ease-of-use
Carrivick et al. (2016)
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SfM Example

Alaska test site overview photo

Field data acquisition: camera and
locating survey points

Data product (point cloud)

SfM applications

Archeology

Autonomous navigation/guidance

Models from crowd sourced photos

Augmented reality

Images from: www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/bigsfm/, www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/research/research-projects/archaeology/enduring-christianity-in-a-muslim-world,
Real-time and Automated Monitoring and Control (RAAMAC) Lab, Paracchini, et al. (2016) IEEE
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SfM applications

Post-disaster reconnaissance (Prof. Kevin Frankie, BYU)
http://prismweb.groups.et.byu.net/PL/App/?scene=Italy_Pescara_&_Landslide&cX=252.1335&cY=185.9897&cZ=929.8260&upX=0.0000&upY=0.0000&upZ=1.0000&tX=-1.0696&tY=-21.5576&tZ=752.4222#%2F

SfM applications

Post-disaster reconnaissance (Prof. Kevin Frankie, BYU)
http://prismweb2.groups.et.byu.net/Condesa_A1/App/?scene=Condesa_Area1&cX=210.7903&cY=362.9145&cZ=2301.7393&upX=0.
0000&upY=0.0000&upZ=1.0000&tX=189.6081&tY=297.7224&tZ=2274.2073#%2F
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SfM applications

Observe:
• Types of structures
• Nature of structural damage/non-damage
• Deformation measurements
• Types of businesses
• Tents/recovery staging (with time/repeat surveys)

SfM-MVS steps
Generalized steps
1. (Automated) identification of matching features in
multiple images
2. Track features image to image, which allows initial
estimates of camera positions and object coordinates to be
made
3. Errors are minimized in an iteratively least-squares fit
process (as multiple solutions become available from the
wide range of features in the image database)
4. Multi-view Stereo algorithm is used to develop an
enhanced density point-cloud
5. Georeferencing with control points
Westoby et al. (2016) and Carrivick et al. (2016)
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Step 1. Keypoint extraction

• Identify features in individual images that can be used for image
correspondence

Westoby et al. (2016)

• Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) object recognition system
transforms local image gradients into a representation that is largely
insensitive to variations in illumination and orientation
• These descriptors are unique enough to allow features to be
matched in large datasets.
• The number of keypoints in an image is dependent primarily on
image texture and resolution (complex images are better)
SIFT by Mikolajczyk et al. (2005)

Step 2. Structure from Motion algorithm

• Keypoints in multiple images are
matched
• "Tracks" comprising a minimum of two
keypoints and three images are used for
point-cloud reconstruction (those which
fail to meet these criteria are discarded)
• Triangulation is used to estimate the 3D point positions and incrementally
reconstruct scene geometry
• Produces produces sparse pointclouds.

Figures from UNAVCO (Katherine Shervais) and
http://www.theia-sfm.org/sfm.html
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From Carrivick et al. (2016)

Step 3. Multi-view Stereo

Carrivick et al. (2016)

• An enhanced density point-cloud is developed
using a Multi-view Stereo algorithm
• Camera positions derived from SfM are used as
input
• MVS then decomposes overlapping input
images into subsets or clusters of manageable
size and independently reconstructs 3-D data
from these individual clusters
• Results in a (very) dense point cloud
Westoby et al. (2016)

Step 4. Georeferencing and Post-Processing

• Transformation model from
relative to absolute coordinate
system using known ground
control points
• Use a rigid body transformation
decomposed into a rotation and a
translation matrix, and a scale
factor.
• Artifacts or "pixie dust"
(erroneous points resulting from
keypoint descriptor mismatches)
are manually removed
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Practical Matters: Camera
• Ultimately need well exposed,
medium to high resolution photographs
• SfM model f(camera resolution,
distance to feature, number of photos
• Fixed focal length cameras a best (use
a fixed "prime" lens)
• Depth of field of a lens (range in
distance that can be accommodated
without image distortion); can be
increased by reducing aperture (lens
opening, with a higher f/ value).
Alternatively, small apertures can result
in diffraction that blurs images.
• Shoot in RAW and JPEG
• Other considerations: GPS, good
autofocus, weather resistant, large
sensor
• Cameras can also be used with
gigapan and for general photography

Practical Matters: Planning a project
• Plan the program in advance; walk to the
scene
- Extent of the scene?
- Target locations
- Are features of interest fully visible? If
you can not see it, it will not be modeled
- Drone flight time/resolution
- Time for best light (consistent, bright
light)
• Scene must be static
• Excellent coverage and overlap (every
point on object must appear in at least 3
photos from different positions, aim for
70%+ overlap)
• Convergence (vs. divergence), capture
full subject and then in closer detail
• For flat surfaces, capture photos form
orthogonal and near-parallel locations
• Set 4 to 10 targets (use some a check
points); set widely and near edges

Figure from Micheletti et al (2015)
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Practical Matters: Planning a project (no. of GCPs)
Scene: 12 km long river,
aerial photographs are
taken at 275 m by Vericat et
al.

Carrivick et al. (2016)

Practical Matters: Software

Low cost, runs on Mac/Windows OS,
history of use in academic community

Works for both drone and ground images,
good support, well documented,
AI modules, runs in cloud (option)

Open source codes also available
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Practical Matters: Platform

Carrivick et al. (2016)

Case Study: Rock Slope Model

(O’ Banion et al (2018)

• Site: Rock slopes in Alaska (10- 30
m high); lots of "texture"
• Issue: line of site to benches; used
both ground and drone cameras
• Previous studies assess the
accuracy of SfM with lidar, or
residuals from surveyed ground
control points (GCPs) or based on
discrepancies with (a few) surveyed
check points. We used 100+
reflectorless total station points
• SfM error = f(distance, keypoint
matching performance, surface
texture and lighting conditions, GCP
characteristics)
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Case Study: Rock Slope Model

(O’ Banion et al (2018)

• Holes filled in combined model
• High density ground camera
• High density lidar on ground

Case Study: Rock Slope Model

(O’ Banion et al (2018)

Findings
• Sharp edges from rock discontinuities were rounded and smooth compared with lidar
• Drone SfM outperforms lidar for seeing beneath sparse vegetation
• In dense ground cover, however, lidar outperform drone SfM (active vs. passive light
source)
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SfM vs. Lidar

Figure modified from
Carrivick et al. (2016)

SfM vs. Lidar

Benefits of SfM
- cheap
- lightweight/portable (very important in some settings)
- easy to learn
- draping of images make more visually appealing 3D models
- easy to make into ortho photographs
- works across spatial scales
Disadvantages of SfM
- still needs placement of GCP, or surveying
- less repeatable than lidar (user and camera factors)
- can not preview results in the field
* Use SfM when you desire an overview of a large area
* Use SfM to develop fast qualitative models
Benefits of lidar
- spatial extent/reach and thus speed
- active remote sensing, not dependent on light or time of day
- independent of surface texture
- multiple returns, and thus penetrates vegetation
- intensity returns (infer something about surface)
* Use lidar when you have a site where you can not (or do not want to) set up targets
* Use lidar when you vegetation is present and bare earth models are needed
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